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STARTING MARCH 3RD @ 3PM

$30 Buy-in ($22 - $8 house) • Starting Stack 3,000 + 3,000 (dealer add-on $5)
Must have 10 entries for the Guarantee



RACE   PLAY   WIN 352-347-CARD      www.betoxford.com

1. �e dealer will deal for the Button (High Card Wins, ranking of the suits are as follows, Spades, Hearts, Diamonds and Clubs.

2.  �e player’s will place their wager, starting with the player left of the button.

3.  �e Dealer will then deal 5 cards to themselves and then two (2) to each player, starting to the left of the button.

4. Starting to the left of the Dealer Button, all players will make their pre-�op wagers.  Once all action is complete (pre-�op), 
then the dealer will put out the �op (3 Cards).  �en starting to the left of the button all players will either check or complete 
their wagering. �en once all of the action is complete.  �en the dealer will turn over the last two (2) cards (the Turn and the 
River).  �en starting to the left of the Dealer Button, each player will have to make a decision to call or fold at this point.  
�en after the players complete their action, the Dealer will then turn over their two (2) cards.  �en the Dealer will pay or 
collect all Bonuses or wagers, per UTH rules.

5. If at any point during the tournament that you lose all of your tournament chips or you do not have enough to complete a full 
wager, then you will be considered knocked out from the tournament.  Tournament registration will remain open until the 
start of round 2.  You may enter the tournament as many times as you like (during round 1).  All of your tournament receipts 
will be accepted into the drum if you do not make it to round two (3). 

6. Each round of play will be 15 hands.  After round hand 12, if any player at the table wants a count of other players chips, then 
the dealer will break down the player’s stack for an accurate count.  But only at the beginning of each round. (rounds 13, 14 
and 15)

7. �e players with the highest chip count at the end of the 15th hand will move on to the next round of play.  �e number of 
players that will be moved, will be determined by the Tournament Director.

8. Once round 2 of the tournament starts, we will then lock out the tournament.

9. All players that lost in the 1st and 2nd round will put their tournament receipt into a drum for a chance to be drawn for a bye 
into round three (3).  We will draw two (2) players or more from the drum that were knocked out in the 1st and 2nd round in 
order to keep round 3 tables balanced.  Must be present at the time of the drawing to be eligible. 

10. �e Tournament payout sheet is maintained at the Hosts stand.

11. �e winner will be determined by the highest amount of chips in the �nal round of play.  �e rest of the �eld will be deter-
mined by the amount of chips 2nd, 3rd ect.  In the event of ties, the players will split the payouts equally.

12. Any unauthorized chips introduced into the tournament play will be immediately removed upon detection without substitu-
tion.

13. Any parties determined to be responsible for the introduction or said chips will be disquali�ed without refund.  It’s each and 
every player’s responsibility to bring to management’s attention, unusual chips, circumstances, or irregularities.

14. Supervisor’s decisions are �nal and without recourse.

15. Oxford Downs reserves the right to alter, change or cancel this Tournament at any time.

�e state of Florida assumes no responsibility for any Jackpots. IRS Compliance requires a valid ID and SSN. Participants must be 18 years of age. Oxford Downs reserves the 
right to void any entry , and/or to change, cancel or modify any Jackpots at any time. Concerned about a gambling problem? Call 1-888-Admit-it.

TOURNAMENT RULES


